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The absorption spectra of edge excitons in thin films of CuCl, CuBr, and CuI have been measured
as a function of hydrostatic pressure using the diamond-anvil technique. The measurements yield

the pressure dependence of several exciton energies in the zinc-blende, the rhombohedral, and the
tetragonal modifications of the copper halides. The experimental data are compared with band-
structure calculations performed with the hnear-muffin-tin-orbital method. The valence bands of
the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases of the copper halides are strongly influenced by the hybridi-

zation of copper 3d and halogen p states. This p-d hybridization is allowed by symmetry for all

points of the Brillouin zone in all modifications studied. The edge excitons are interpreted as related
to direct transitions at k =0 between valence bands split by ligand-field and spin-orbit effects and
an orbital singlet conduction band.

I. INTRODUCTION

The copper halides, CuCl, CuBr, and CuI, crystallize
under ambient conditions in the zinc-blende structure.
They are semiconductors, and they would, if the Cu 3d
states were localized, have electronic structures very simi-
lar to the tetrahedrally coordinated II-VI and III-V com-
pounds of the ANl5}s "type.

Considering the series Ge, GaAs, ZnSe, CuBr, for ex-
ample, the 3d states of the first constituent play an in-
creasing role in determining the band structure. In Ge
these states can well be considered as localized core states
(atomic energy level = —30 eV). Already, however, in
GaAs they have moved up in energy by 10 eV, and their
hybridization with the valence-band top affects the gap. '

Proceeding further in the series, this effect becomes more
important, and in CuBr the Cu 3d states even overlap in
energy with the halogen p states with which they strongly
hybridize. Therefore, the band structures of the copper
halides are very different from those of the other com-
pound semiconductors. '2

For the zinc-blende structure this d-p hybridization is
allowed at all points in k space, and it causes the top of
the valence band to move up in energy. ' ~ Consequently,
the energy gaps are smaller than they would be if the hy-
bridization did not occur. This shift (=1 eV) causes the
fundntiiental gap of the copper halides to be of a direct
nature. In contrast, the gaps found in the NaC1 structure
(which is a high-pressure modification) are indirect, and
the reason is that in that structure the hybridization is
symmetry forbidden at the zone center. Other important
consequences of the Cu-d halogen-p hybridization have
been found. The spin-orbit sphtting of the uppermost
valence bmd in CuCl is negative, whereas2' it is positive
(but small} in CuBr and CuI. Also, the small magni-
tude ' of the deformation potentials of gaps and
valence-state splittings related to hydrostatic and uniaxial
strains can be attributed to the strong d-p hybridization.
The pressure-induced changes in the d-p interaction tend
to compensate for the changes in the Cu-p halogen-p in-

teractions. No such compensation takes place in the
group-IV, -III-V, and -II-VI semiconductors, 7 and they
therefore have deformation potentials that are much
larger than those of the copper halides. s

The copper halides undergo a number of structural
phase transitions under pressure. 9 We shall examine here,
also by theoretical methods, ' ' some of these, which
have previously been studied by x-ray-diffraction measure-
ments '" ' for temperatures ranging from room tem-
perature to the melting point. The sequence of the phase
transitions is nearly the same for CuC1, CuBr, and CuI.
CuBr and CuCl transform from the zinc-blende structure
(CuC1 II, CuBr III) to a tetragonal structure {CuC1 IV,
CuBr V) at about 5 GPa, and further to the NaC1 struc-
ture (CuCI V, CuBr VI) for pressures above —10 GPa.
CuI transforms from the zinc-blende structure (CuI III)
first to a rhombohedral structure (CuI IV) at 1.4 GPa, and
then at 4 GPa it changes to a tetragonal modification (CuI
V). For pressures above 10 GPa, CuI is supposed to be
stable in the NaC1 structure (CuI VIII).

The published lattice parameters of all high-pressure
modifications of the copper halides are hsted in Table I.
Reliable data for the atomic coordinates in the high-
pressure phases are available only for CuI. According to
Meisalo and Kalhomiki9's it is characteristic of the
pressure-induced phase transitions of CuI that the iodine
sublattice remains a nearly ideal or only slightly deformed
fcc lattice. The copper atoms occupy different sites with
either tetrahedral coordination (in the case of the zinc-
blende, rhombohedral, and tetragonal phases} or octahe-
dral coordination {for the NaC1-type structure). For the
tetragonal structure of CuBr and CuC1 the Bravais lattices
were determined, but no reliable data for the atomic posi-
tions within the unit cell have been published. However,
Raman measurements' and optical-absorption measure-
ments (see below) are compatible with the assumption that
the tetragonal phases of CuC1, CuBr, and CuI have the
same or rather similar structures.

In this paper we present optical-absorption spectra of
thin films of CuC1, CuBr, and CuI for pressures between
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Compound

TABLE I. Lattice parameters a and e of the tetragona1 (tet. ) phases CuC1 IV, CuBr V, and CuI V
and the rhombohedral (rhomb. }phase CuI IV. The lattice constants of the zinc-blende structures at 298
K and zero pressure are 5.4057 A for CuC1 II, 5.6905 A for CuBr V, and 6.0427 A for CuI III.

a (A) c (Al Pressure Reference

CuC1 IV 5.21
5.27
4.89
6.376

5.4
6.695

4.61
4.688
5.23
6.468

4.75
6.715

S.5
44
5.5
5.0

5.5
5.0

9
14
16
18

9
18

CuI V (tet. ) 4.02
4.039

5.70
S.650

6.5
6.6

CuI UI' {rhomb. ) 4.164
4.143

20.41
20.3

1.6
2.24

9
18

'a and c refer to a hexagonal unit cell {Refs.9 and 18).

0 and 10 GPa. The samples had a thickness of about
3000 A. For such thin samples the transmission of light
is always larger than 10%, even for photon energies above
the fundamental absorption edge. Therefore, several exci-
tons, related to holes in different valence bands, can be ob-
served in the absorption spectra. Thus absorption mea-
surements on thin films give more detailed information
about the electronic band structure than investigations of
the fundamental absorption edge of bulk crystals as per-
formed by Ves et al. for the high-pressure phases of the
copper halides. Our experiments yield the dependence on
hydrostatic pressure of the energies of excitons related to
holes in the two highest valence bands. Data have been
obtained for the zinc-blende phases and for the rhom-
bohedral and tetragonal modifications. The high-pressure
phases of the copper halides with NaC1 structure are
known to have an indirect energy gap. Consequently, the
absorption spectra of thin samples in the NaC1 modifica-
tion do not show any significant structure.

For comparison with our experimental data, we have
performed band-structure calculations on the basis of the
linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method. ' The electron-
ic properties of the zinc-blende phases of the copper
halides have already been studied in the past. z

Band-structure calculations for the NaC1-type phases
based on the LMTO method have been discussed by Ves
et al. in connection with measurements of the absorption
edge. In this paper we also present self-consistent, relativ-
istic band-structure calculations for the tetragonal phases
performed with the LMTO method using the local ap-
proximation to the density-functional formalism. "'

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II the
experimental details are discussed. The experimental re-
sults are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV they are com-
pared with the results of the band-structure calculations.

II. EXPERIMENT

In order to perform optical transmission measurements
at high pressures we used a gasketed diamond-anvil
cell ' ' with a 4:1 methanol-ethanol mixture as the
pressure-transmitting fluid. The samples, thin films of
about 3000 A thickness, were evaporated from pieces of

single crystals onto one of the diamond anvils. The mea-
surements were performed at room temperature and at
100 K.

At room temperature the samples experience nearly hy-
drostatic strains as the transmitting fluid seems to flow
smoothly around them. However, at temperatures lower
than 150 K the fluid hardens and the pressure is not
transmitted hydrostatically to the sample, which experi-
ences a mixture of hydrostatic and shear stress. For the
samples under consideration, the shear component of the
strain tensor is proportional to the hydrostatic pressure p
in the pressure-transmitting fluid if p &3 GPa. If p ) 3
GPa the uniaxial component of the pressure acting on the
sample becomes small, possibly due to plastic flow. At
sufficiently high pressures the conditions become relative-
ly hydrostatic, even at low temperatures.

In the case of CuC1 and CuBr, pressure-induced phase
transitions take place at pressures above 5 GPa. Thus ex-
periments on the high-pressure phases of CuBr and CuC1
under relatively hydrostatic conditions can be performed
at low temperatures. Measurements at low temperatures
are useful bi+ause some details of the band structure, such
as the spin-orbit splittings, cannot be resolved at room
temperature. In the case of CuI the spin-orbit-split bands
are well separated and measurements at low temperatures
are not required to resolve the spin-orbit splitting. This is
a fortunate circumstance since the first phase transforma-
tion of CuI takes place below 2 GPa, a pressure at
which —at low temperature —considerable uniaxial com-
ponents would exist.

For the optical transmission measurements we used ei-
ther a xenon arc or a halogen lamp as light sources and a
SPEX double monochromator with photon-counting elec-
tronics and a resolution of 0.5 A. The pressure inside the
cell was determined with a ruby-fluorescence manome-
ter. The absorption spectra were obtained by comparing
the transmission spectra of the system with and without
the sample.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Typical absorption spectra of thin films of CuC1 and
CuBr measured at 100 K as described in the preceding
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of 3000-A.-thick CuBr fihns for
various pressures at 100 K. Data for phases III and V are
shown.

signed to different phases as investigated by x-ray diffrac-
tion. ' The various values for the transition pressures of
CuC1 and CuBr fram the zinc-blende to the tetragonal
structures (CuC1 II-+CuC1 IV, and CuBr III FCuBr IV),
and thase for CuI from the zinc-blende (CuI III) to the
rhombohedral (CuI IV) and the tetraganal structure (CuI
V), are in reasonable agreement. However, there is a large
scatter of the published values for the transition pressures
to the NaC1 structure (CuC1 V, CuBr VI, CuBr VIII). In
this work we have estimated these pressures as the highest
pressures at which exciton peaks are observed. As the
phases with NaC1 structure have an indirect gap, one
does not expect exciton peaks in their absorption edges.
Therefore, if there is a coexistence of the tetragonal and

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of 3000-A-thick CuCl films for
various pressures at 100 K; (a) zinc-blende structure and (b)
tetragonal structure.

2xlO5
T=3OOX

section are shawn in Figs. 1 and 2 for cell pressures up to
8 GPa. Absorption spectra of CuI measured at room tem-
perature are given in Fig. 3 for pressures below 6 GPa.

The absorption spectra in Figs. 1—3 show two or three
peaks related to the creation of excitons by the incident
light. The energies of these peaks are plotted in Figs. 4—6
as a function of the measured pressure. Pressure-induced
phase transitions appear in Figs. 4—6 as discontinuities of
the energy-versus-pressure curves. The data for the zinc-
blende phases have already been published in Ref. 6.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The transition pressures obtained from Figs. 4—6 are
listed in Table II, together ~ith other data in the hterature
which were obtained by means of Raman spectroscopy
and x-ray diffraction. The observed transitions are as-
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FIG. 3. Absorption spectra of 3000-k.-thick CuI films for
various pressures at 100 K. Phases IV and V are shown.
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FIG. 4. Exciton energies of CuCl as a function of hydrostatic
pressure at 100 K. The pressure range of the different phases
(CuCl II, IIa, IV, and V) is marked by dashed lines.

FIG. 6. Exciton energies of CuI as a function of hydrostatic
pressure at 300 K. The pressure range of the different phases
(CuI III, IV, and V) is marked by dashed lines.
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FIG. 5. Exciton energies of CuBr as a function of hydrostatic
pressure at 100 K. The pressure ranges a&here the different
structures (CuBr III, V, and Vg are stable are marked by dashed
lines.

the NaCl-type phases for a finite range of pressures, un-

certainties in the determination of the transition pressure
to the NaC1 structure from the transmission spectra arise.
The same problem exists for the Raman experiments (see
Table II) since the zone-center phonons of crystals with
NaC1 structure are not Raman active and thus cannot be
observed.

In order to assign the absorption peaks in Figs. 1—3 to
different allowed optical transitions between the valence
and conduction bands, it is helpful to compare the ener-

gies of the absorption peaks with those of the fundamen-
tal absorption edges of the high-pressure modifications
(see Ref. 4). In Table III we have listed the energies of the
observed exciton peaks of the (tetragonal and rhom-
bohedral) high-pressure phases (Figs. 4—6). We have
called the energy of the lowest peak Ei and that of the
second peak E2. In Table III, Ej and E2 are compared
with the energy gaps Es published in Ref. 4. The deriva-
tives of Ei, Ez, and Es with respect to pressure are also
given in Table III. For CuC1 and CuI, Ei is only about
30—50 meV larger than Es, and the pressure derivative of
Ei has the same sign and magnitude as the pressure
derivative of Es. Thus, in this case, the absorption peaks
observed for thin-film samples can be safely assigned to
edge excitons related to electrons in the lowest conduction
band and holes in the highest valence bands (see below).
Consequently, from the spectra in Figs. 1 and 3, we can
determine the pressure dependence of the energy differ-
ence between the conduction bands and the two highest
valence bands of the high-pressure modifications of CuC1
and CuI (except for the NaC1-type phases). In the absorp-
tion spectra of CuC1 we found in a double-peak structure
at around 3.4 eV for pressures between 4.5 and 5.5 GPa.
These peaks are possibly related to the so-called Da phase
of CuC1, ' ' although there have been controversies about
the existence of such a phase; its appearance may be
dependent on sample preparation. ' ' As the presumable
CuC1 IIa films are not well characterized, we do not want
to discuss this point any further.

The interpretation of the exciton spectra of the high-
pressure phases of CuBr (Fig. 2) presents some problems.
At room temperature CuBr has a tetragonal structure for
pressures between 5 and 9 GPa (see Table II). Our
optical-absorption measurements performed at 100 K
clearly show that there is a phase transition at 5 GPa (Fig.
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TABLE II. Transition pressures in GPa for copper halides at room temperature. The nomenclature for the different phases is
chosen according to Ref. 9.

CuBr
Reference

This work'

9c
13'
19'
22'
141'

15h
4l

18'

4.2

4.2

4.0

5.0
5.0
5.2
5.5

6.0
44
5.5
5.0
4.8

-10.5
-10.5

6.0
10.0

9.0
8.2

10.5
9.0
8.5

5.0
5.0
5.0

5.0
4.9

VI

9.0
9.0
6.6

7.5
6.8

IV

1.4
1.5
1.4

1.4

1.8
1.48

3.3
4.0
4.1

3.9

4.6
3.8

VIII

)75
)15

8.0

9.0
9.2

'The tauxsition pressures have been determined for increasing
applied pressures in the case of CuCl and Cu8r and for decreas-
ing pressure in the ease of CuI.
'Raman measurements.
'X-ray measurements.
~X-ray and electrical conductivity measurements.

'Roman measurements.
~Electrical conductivity.
NX-ray and electrical conductivity.
"X-ray measurements.
'Optical absorption of bulk samples.
'X-ray measurements.

2). However, the only excitons observed for pressures be-
tween 5 and 9 GPa are about 400 meV above the energy
Es of the edge observed in bulk samples (2.45 eV at 6
GPa at room temperature). Although the phase diagram
of CuBr has not been investigated for temperatures below
300 K, it is reasonable to assume that the measurements
above room temperature can be extrapolated smoothly to
low temperatures. If this is done, the excitons found at
100 K for pressures above 5 GPa cannot be the edge exci-
tons of the tetragonal phase. Their energies are much too
high in comparison to the energy gap measured for the
tetragonal phase CuBr V extrapolated to low tempera-
tures. Thus, if the tetragonal phase CuBr V does exist
also at low temperatures, one must explain why exciton
peaks close to the bulk absorption edge of the tetragonal
phase have not been found. On the other hand, a different
sequence of pressure-induced phase transitions at low
temperatures cannot be completely ruled out. To clarify
this point, we tried to measure the optical absorption of a
thin film of CuBr at room temperature as a function of
pressure. Unfortunately, the sample always pulled loose
from the diamond anvil and broke for pressures above 4
GPa. Thus we could not measure any exciton spectra of
the tetragonal phase of CuBr at room temperature. Under
these circumstances a definite interpretation of the exci-

tonic spectra of CuBr in Fig. 2 for pressures above 5 GPa
is difficult. However, it should be mentioned that Raman
measurements'9 are compatible with the assumption that
CuBr, as well as CuC1 and CuI, have the same tetragonal
structure at low temperatures for pressures above 5 GPa.

In the following we discuss the excitonic spectra of the
tetragonal phases of CuC1 and CuI and compare them
with LMTO (Ref. 10} band-structure calculations based
on the local-density approximation for exchange and
correlation. "' We have performed the calculations for
different volumes of the tetragonal unit cells of CuC1 and
CuI and the same cia ratio. Additionally, we calculated
the electronic pressure as a function of volume. ~ In
this way we were able to calculate the first-order pressure
coefficients of the energy bands and the bulk modulus
8 = —dp/d ln V.

In Fig. 7 the calculated bimd structure for the tetrago-
nal phase of CuI is shown. The calculations were per-
formed for the lattice parameters a =4.02 A and c =5.70
A of the tetragonal unit cell at 6.5 GPa given in Refs. 9
and 18 (also see Table I}. We assumed that this phase of
CuI has PbO structure ' (Fig. 8), i.e., that there are two
copper and two iodine atoms per unit cell. The coordi-
nates of these atoms with respect to the axis ai, az, c of the
tetragonal unit cell (Fig. 8) are

TABLE III. Energy gap E~ and exciton energies E&,E2 in eV (E~ ~E2, see Figs. 4—6) of the tetrago-
nal phases of the copper halides (CuC1 IV, CuBr V, CuI V) at 6 GPa and the rhombohedral phase CuI
IV at 3 GPa. The numbers in parentheses are the pressure coefficients of the energies in meV/GPa.

E a

E b

E b

CuC1 IV

2.92 (21)
2.97 (14)
3.03 (20)

2.49 (7.4)
2.95 (—17}
3.15 {—22)

2.92 (—11)
2.95 (—18)
3.4 (0)

CuI IV

3.09 {—14.8)
3.17 (—8}
3.25 (—3)

'Reference 4, room-temperature data.
'This work, measured at 100 K (CuC1, CuBr) or at 300 K (Cul).
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FIG. 7. LMTO band structure (self-consistent) of the tetrago-
nal phase of CuI assumed to have PbO structure with the lattice
parameters a =4.02 A and c =5.7 A, which correspond to 6.5
GPa (Table I, Fig. 8). Spin-orbit coupling has been neglected,
but the other relativistic effects are included.

atom 1 (I): (0,0,0),
atom 2 (Cu): (0.5,0,z),

atom 3 (Cu): (0,0.5,z),
atom 4 ( I ): (0.5,0.5,0.5},

with z=0.28. *' Furthermore, we have assumed that
c/a =1.42, independent of volume. The LMTO method
requires the structure to be close packed and, therefore,
the band calculations were made by introducing four
"empty spheres, " i.e., atomic spheres with no nuclear
charge. This is also necessary for the zinc-blende struc-
ture (see, e.g., Ref. 30 and references therein}.

The LMTO calculations yields for the energy gap be-
tween the highest valence band and the lowest conduction
band a value which is about half the experimental gap
(Table III, Fig. 7}. A similar discrepancy has been found
for the zinc-blende phases. ' It is a consequence ' of
the local-density approximation (LDA). Nevertheless, the
LDA method normally yields reliable values for the shifts

of energy bands when the volume is varied '2 '~o The
bands of Fig. 7 can be regarded as a "folded" version of
those of zinc-blende structure, the folding along the I —X
direction corresponding to the doubling of the primitive
cell. According to Fig. 7 the lowest gap of the tetragonal
phase should be direct. This is in agreement with the ex-

periment. The LMTO calculation predicts that this gap
should be at the I point of the Brillouin zone.

The band structure shown in Fig. 7 does not include ef-
fects of the spin-orbit coupling. We have also performed
some calculations with spin-orbit coupling at selected
points of the Brillouin zone. For the spin-orbit splitting
ho of the uppermost valence band at I, we calculated 0 47
eV assuming a =4.02 A and c =5.70 A (i.e., correspond-
ing to the experimental pressure 6.5 GPa). This value

agrees with the separation of the two absorption maxima
in Fig. 3 (0.465 eV at 6.5 GPa, see Fig. 6). Thus the ener-

gy difference between the edge excitons in Fig. 7 can be
identified with the spin-orbit splitting of the highest
valence band at the I point of the Brillouin zone. The
top of the valence band is first split by the tetragonal crys-
tal and ligand field (-1-eV splitting}. The resulting orbi-
tally doubly degenerate top state is then split by the spin-
orbit interaction, giving rise to the observed doublet.

In Table IV, LMTO data for the following quantities
calculated for three different sets of lattice parameters a
and c, with c/a = 1.42, are listed:

(a) The spin-orbit splitting ho of the uppermost valence
band at the I point.

(b) The energy differences Est and Es2 between the
highest valence band and the lowest and next-lowest con-
ductian bands.

(c) The calculated electronic pressure p.

TABLE IV. Tetragonal phase of CuI (CuI V): pressure p,
spin-orbit splitting + of the highest valence band at I', and en-

ergy gaps E~, E2 between the highest valence band and the two
lowest conduction bands, calculated for the PbO structure (Fig.
8) for different lattice parameters a and c (c/a =1.42). The
self-consistent calculations have been performed using the rela-
tivistic LMTO method. The linear pressure coefficients and the
volume derivatives of p, ho, E~, and Eq determined for
a =4.02 A. and c =S.70 A (experimentally realized at 6.5 GPa)
are also given.

4.02
a (A)

4.17 4.32

4
0

FIG. 8. Umt ce11 of the tetragonal PbO structure of CuI V
(Refs. 9, 18, and 37). The tetragonal unit cell is spanned by the
vectors al, a2, and c. The positions of the atoms within the unit
cell are given in (1).

p (GPa)
+ (eV)

Egg (eV)'

Eg2 (eV)'
d~. /dp (-V/aP )
dip/d lnV (eV)

dE~ ~/dp (meV/GPa)
dE&/d 1nV (eV)

dE~2/dp (meV/GPa)
dEg2/d lnV {eV)
8 =dp/d lnV (GPa)

14.7
0.468
1.3
2.17
8

—0.68
16

—1.36
—10

0.85
—85

5.76
0.394
1.16
2.26

0.44
0.330
1.08
2.28

Spin-orbit splitting of the highest valence band taken into ac-
count.
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The values of the linear pressure coefficients and
volume derivatives of I Esi, Es2, and p calculated for
the lattice parameters a =4.02 A and c =5.70 A are also
given. The pressure coefficient calculated for the spin-
orbit splitting h,o of the tetragonal phase of CuI is 8
meV/GPa. This is about a factor of 2 smaller than the
experimental value (18 meV/GPa, see Table III). (Note,
in this context that volume dependences are calculated as-
suming a fixed c/a ratio. ) According to the LMTO cal-
culations the pressure coefficient of the direct energy gap
Es i between the highest valence band and the lowest con-
duction band should be positive (+16 meV/GPa, Table
IV). The experimental result is dEI i/dp =—18
meV/GPa instead. For the pressure coefficient of the
direct energy gap Es2 between the highest valence band
and the second-lowest conduction band, the LMTO calcu-
lation yields a negative value dEsi/dp =—10 meV/GPa.
Perhaps the local-density approxitnation leads to the in-
correct order for the lowest two conduction bands.

As can be seen from Table IV, the calculated pressure p
acting on the tetragonal phase of CuI with lattice parame-
ters a =4.02 A and c =5.70 A is 14.7 GPa. This is about
a factor of two larger than the experimental value of 6.5
GPa (Table I). We believe that this deviation arises from
uncertainties in the calculation of the pressure. Discrepan-
cies between the calculated values for the pressure coeffi-
cients of b,o, Est, and Es2 can possibly arise from the ar-
bitrary assumption that the ratio c/a is independent of
volume. Experimental information about this ratio versus
pressure is not available. Nevertheless, our LMTO band-
structure calculations, based on the crystal structure pro-
posed in Refs. 9 and 18 [PbO structure, Eq. (1), Table lJ,
are qusslitatively consistent with the experimental find-
ings.

The interpretation of the excitonic spectra of the tetrag-
onal phase of CuC1 (CuC1 IV, Fig. 1) by means of band-
structure calculations is more difficult than in the case of
CuI because a variety of inconsistent sets of lattice param-
eters have been published for CuC1 IV. Reliable experi-
mental data for the positions of the atoms within the
tetragonal unit cell are not available. 9's'3' We have as-
sumed that the tetragonal phase of CuC1 also has the PbO
structure, as does the tetragonal phase of CuI [Eq. (1),
Fig. 8]. The lattice parameters given for CuC1 IV in Refs.
4 and 18 are inconsistent with our assumption of the simi-
larity of the band structures of CuC1 IV and CuI V. The
parameters from Refs. 9 and 14, however, are consistent
with that assumption, provided one assigns the parameter
a (Table I) to v 2 times the length of the basis vectors
a&,az of the tetragonal unit cell of the PbO structure (Fig.
8). Otherwise, the volume of the tetragonal phase would
be larger than the volume of the zinc-blende phase. On
the basis of this assumption, we have calculated the band
structure of the tetragonal phase of CuC1. The result, cal-
culated for the lattice parameters a =3.64 A and c =4.61
A (Refs. 9 and 14), is given in Fig. 9. According to Ref.
9, these lattice constants correspond to 5.5 Gpa. A com-
parison of Figs. 7 and 9 shows that the structure of the
conduction bands is similar for CuC1 and CuI. In agree-
ment with the experiment, the LMTO calculations suggest
that the lowest-energy gap of the tetragonal phase of
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CuCl should also be direct and at the I point of the Bril-
louin zone. The calculated pressure coefficient of the
lowest conduction band is positive for CuC1 IV and nega-
tive for the second-lowest conduction band, a situation
analogous to that found for CuI V.

In Table V some numerical results of the LMTO band
structure of the tetragonal phase of CuC1 are listed: the
spin-orbit splitting he of the uppermost valence band at
the I" point, the direct energy gaps Esi and Es2 between
the highest valence band and the lowest two conduction
bands, the pressure p, and the linear pressure coefficients
of 50, Est, and Esi. Also, in this case we have assumed
that c/a does not change with pressure. The calculated

TABLE V. Tetragonal phase of CuC1: pressure p, spin-orbit
splitting ho of the highest valence band at F, and energy gaps
Ei, E2 between the highest valence band and the two lowest
conduction bands, calculated with the LMTO method for the
PbO structure (Fig. 8) for different lattice parameters a and e
(c/a=1. 25). The linear pressure coefficients and the volume
derivatives of p, 60, E~~, and E~i for a =3.64 A and c =4 61 A.
(experimentally realized at 5.5 GPa) are also given.

a (A)
3.64' 3.80 3.96

p (GPa)
5p (eV)

Eg) (eV)

Eg2 (eV)
d h,p/dp (meV/GPa)
d+ jd hiV (eV)
dE~~/dp (meV/GPa}
dE~I /d ln V (eU)
dE2/dp (meU/GPa)
dE~2/d ln V (eU)
8=dp/d lnV (GPa)

34.6
0.010
1.66
4.15

—0.58
0.086

16
—2.3
—5

0.7
147

15.9
0.021
1.36
4.24

5.0
0.031
0.84
4.35

'%e assume that the values for a published in Refs. 9 and 14
(see Table I) refer to the slightly deformed fcc unit ceH of the
halogen sublattice (see Fig. 8). The values for a in this table
designate the length of vectors ai, a~ (Fig. 8} which span the
basis of the tetragonal unit cell of the PbO structure.

M X I R A I

FIG. 9. Scalar-relativistic (i.e., spin-orbit coupling is omitted)
LMTO band structure (self-consistent) of the tetragonal phase
of CuC1 calculated for the PbO structure (see Fig. 8) with
a =3.64 A. and e =4.61 A corresponding to 5.5 GPa.
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value for the pressure which is necessary to compress the

tetragonal unit cell with PbO structure to a size experi-

mentally realized at 5.5 GPa (a=3.68 A, c =4.61 A
referred to the tetragonal unit cell) is 34.6 GPa. This
large discrepancy between theory and experiment (29.1

GPa) suggests that the crystal-structure determinations of
the tetragonal phase of CuC1 should be carefully
checked. ' ' ' Nevertheless, the experimental pressure
coefficient of the direct energy gap Fei is 21 meV/GPa
(Table III), while the LMTO calculation yields 16
meV/GPa (Table V), a rather acceptable result. This cal-
culation, however, depends critically on the value of the
bulk modulus used to convert the calculated volume coef-
ficient into a pressure coefficient. Above we used the cal-
culated 8=147 GPa. From x-ray measurements Pier-
marini et a/. ' have obtained 8=87 GPa, while Skelton
et al. ' have determined 8=200 GPa for CuC1 IV, two
values which encompass the calculated one. The band
calculation yields the right order of magnitude for the
spin-orbit splitting of the highest valence bapd at I'
[LMTO b,0=0.01 eV for a =3.68 A, c =4.61 A; experi-
ment, 50——0.05 eV for 5.5 GPa under the assumption that
it corresponds to the two peaks in Fig. 1(b)]. The
discrepancy is not surprising in view of the strong com-
pensation between Cl 3p and Cu 3p contributions. ' How-
ever, the calculated sign of the pressure coefficient of b,o
disagrees with experiment, if our assignment is correct.

It is of interest to discuss in which way the electronic
structure of the tetragonal phases of the copper halides is
influenced by the p-d hybridization, particularly whether
the p-d hybridization is symmetry allowed for all points
of the Brillouin zone (especially at I ). We discuss this
question for the highest valence band. The PbO structure
has inversion symmetry (point group D4t, ), which may ex-
clude a hybridization of p and d states because p and d
functions have different parity. This is just the reason
why p-d hybridization does not exist at the I' point for
NaCl-type crystals. However, the primitive cell of the
tetragonal PbO phase of the copper halides consists of
four atoms: two copper atoms and two halogen atoms
(Fig. 8). In this case one can construct wave functions
with a definite parity at k =0 using appropriate combina-
tions of p and d orbitals placed at each of the two
equivalent atoms. Hence the p (and also the d) functions
can lead to either even or odd parity depending on wheth-
er their bonding or antibonding combination is con-
sidered: The valence bands of the tetragonal phases of the
copper halides (with PbO structure) must be strongly in-

fluenced by the p-d hybridization in the entire Brillouin
zone In a LCAO .description the wave functions of the
highest valence states at the I point must have the form

@i*=«lp &i+ Ip. &4}+p(ld &3+Id &3)

@it=« I p& &i+
I p& &4}+p( I

d &3+
I d~ &3)

0»I 7 ( lp*&i+ I p*&4)+@ I d„~,~ &3+
I d„~ „~&3»

where a +p = 1, y +5 = 1. The arabic digits refer to
the numbering of the atoms in Fig. 8. The states Ip„),
Ip~), . . . , I d~), . . . are linear combinations of p or d

orbitals at equivalent atoms, where the coordinates x,y, z

refer to the directions of the vectors ai, az, c in Fig. 8. The
highest valence band is doubly degenerate at the I point
(neglecting spin-orbit coupling). Thus, the highest valence
band corresponds to the states P, and P» in (2). The state

g»i is separated from Pi and g» by the ligand field split-
ting. This splitting should be of the order of 1 eV (Figs. 7
and 9). The admixture coefficients a,p or y, 5 can be used

to characterize the strength of the p-d hybridization of
the valence bands. We have estimated a and p for the
PbO-type phase of CuC1 and CuI from our LMTO calcu-
lations. The results are a =0.45 and p =0.55 for CuC1
and a =0.61 and pi=0. 39 for CuI. Obviously, the ad-

mixture of d states to the p states is larger for the tetrago-
nal phase of CuC1 than for the tetragonal phase of CuI,
the same trends as found for the zinc-blende phases
for which the wave functions of the highest valence states
can be written as a linear combination of halogen p orbi-

tals and copper d states,

Wx =ao IPx &halose +Po I d3~ &cu (3)

(and cyclic permutations of x,y,z), with ao+ po ——l.
Representative values for ao are 0.25 for CuC1, 0.36 for
CuBr, and 0.5 for CuI. ' ' 3 Similar trends exist for
the pressure coefficients of the admixture coefficients

a,p, ao, po. Our LMTO calculations show that the admix-

ture of Cu 3d states to the highest valence states of the
tetragonal phases of CuI and CuC1 decreases with increas-

ing pressure. The same effect was found for the zinc-

blende phases of the copper halides. 3~'

In the case of the rhombohedral phase of CuI, the p-d
hybridization is also allowed by symmetry for all points
of the Brillouin zone, this time because of the lack of in-

version symmetry (point group C3„, space group C3„}.
Band-structure calculations for this phase have not yet
been performed. Before starting additional calculations,
one should, however, have more reliable data for the crys-
tal structures of the high-pressure phases. It would also
be desirable to have experimental data for the atomic
coordinates and for the variation of c/a with pressure.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The high-pressure modifications of the copper halides
show sharp edge excitons in the photon-energy region
around 3 eV where the edge excitons of the low-pressure
zinc-blende phases also occur. The interpretation of these
excitons in terms of electronic energy bands is hampered
by uncertainties in the crystallographic structure of these
high-pressure phases. For the tetragonal phase of CuI
(phase V), however, the tetragonal PbO structure seems to
be well established. This may also be the case for the
tetragonal phase of CuC1 (phase IV), although further
structure determinations are required. We have thus per-
formed relativistic LMTO calculations for these phases of
CuI and CuC1 under the assumption that the atomic posi-
tions in the case of CuC1 are the same within the unit cell
as those determined experimentally for CuI. We have also
calculated the dependence of these band structures on
volume (and pressure}. The calculated absorption edges
are lower than the experimental exciton energies, as ex-
pected for LMTO calculations. The pressure coefficient
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of the edge calculated for the tetragonal phase of CuC1,
however, agrees reasonably with the experimental one.
For this calculation the theoretically determined bulk
modulus (147 GPa) was used in view of the large
discrepancies (87—200 GPa) among experimental deter-
minations of bulk moduli for this phase of CuC1.

In the case of CuI the calculated pressure coefficient of
the gap has a sign opposite of that found experimentally.
This discrepancy can be removed if the order of the two
lowest conduction bands as found in the LMTO calcula-
tion is reversed.

The phase diagram of CuBr is only partially known.

Our experimental data taken at low temperatures (=100
K) are difficult to relate to models assuming the structure
to be tetragonal between 5 and 9 GPa, as observed above
300 K. %'e do observe a pressure-induced transition to a
structure V (Fig. 5) existing between 5.7 and =8.2 GPa,
but the exciton spectra are quite different from those ob-
served for the tetragonal phases of CuI and CuC1.
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